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On low dimensional 5-cobordisms

Slawomir Kwasik

One of the most beautiful and powerful theorems in differential topology îs S

Smale&apos;s /t-cobordism theorem (see [26]) It states that the smooth simply-
connected /i-cobordism (Wn, Mo, Mx) with n^6 îs smoothly trivial, îe
Wn~DlSMoxI There are analogous PL and TOP versions (see [10, [23]) as

well as nonsimply-connected generahzation the s-cobordism theorem of Barden-
Mazur-Stalhngs

A topological version of the 5-dimensional /i-cobordism theorem îs available

using the work of M Freedman (see [6]) and F Quinn (see [21]) An analogous
5-dimensional s-cobordism theorem îs proved for a class G =poly-(finite or
cychc) fundamental groups (see [7], [8]) Whether it holds for ail fundamental

groups îs an open question
Almost nothing was known concermng 4-dimensional s-cobordisms, although

it was clear that even some spécial cases of the 4-dimensional s-cobordism
theorem would be of mterest For example, if any s-cobordism between two
copies of S1 x S2 îs trivial then the Stalhngs unknotting cntenon (see [27])
remains true in the outstanding case of S2 in S4

In this paper we show that the 4-dimensional s-cobordism theorem remains
vahd for 3-mamfolds with poly-cychc fundamental groups It turns out that this
resuit can not be generahzed to ail fundamental groups of 3-manifolds which are
in G Namely, a 4-dimensional s-cobordism fails to be a product for S1 x RP2

This can be concluded from [13] but for the completeness of this paper we include
a shghtly modified construction hère This modification will enable us to construct

infinitely many examples of nontnvial 4-dimensional (non-orientable) s-
cobordisms We also show that the above construction naturally leads to the

existence of the fake RP4 Finally we give an application of thèse results to group
actions on 4-mamfolds As a by-product of our considérations we answer a

question asked by W C Hsiang in [9] We also take the opportumty to correct
an inaccuracy which occurs in [13] and which îs connected with the computation
of the Whitehead group Wh(G) for G Z x 7^ Let us also note that S Cappell
and J Shaneson (see [2]) hâve produced a family of orientable 4-dimensional
s-cobordisms which are not products

We start with the following (hère poly-cychc poly-Z)

415



416 SLAWOMIR KWASIK

THEOREM 1. Let Mo be a closed, connected prime 3-dimensional manifold
with poly-cyclic fondamental group. Let (W;M0;Mt) be a topological h-
cobordism with prime Mx. Then W ^top Mo x 1&gt;

Proof. First assume that jr^Mo^O. We can also assume that Mo, Mx are
irreducible; because if Mo, Mx are not irreducible then they are S2 bundles over
S1 and will be considered separately. It is not difficult to see that there is a normal
subgroup N c jt^Mo), N =£ 1, Z2 with the quotient jïi{M^)IN ~ Z. By the
theorem of Stallings (see [27]) Mo fibers over S1. Then it follows from [18] that
Afo^TOpAfi and henee we can write (W;M0, Mo) for our /t-cobordism. An
induction with respect to the rank of Jti(M0) together with the Farrell fibering
theorem (see [4]) show that the set STOP(W x 78; d(W x 78)) of homotopy TOP
structures on W x /8, rel d(W x 78) is trivial. This is just the Handlebody Lemma
C.6 in [10] p. 284. It is known (see [7], [8]) that the topological surgery works in
dimension four for manifolds with poly-(finite or cyclic) fundamental groups.

In particular we hâve the Wall-Sullivan exact séquence:

• • • -&gt; L&apos;5(xt{Mo)) -&gt; Stop(W, 3W) A [W, dW; G/TOP, ?] *&gt; L^^Mo)).

This implies that the periodicity for homotopy TOP structures (see [10] p.
283),(1) i.e.

StopPC SX) -W* X /4; d{X X 74))

where dimJf^S remains valid when dimZ 4 and Jti(X) is poly-(finite or
cyclic).

The existence of the Wall-Sullivan exact séquence is in fact ail that is needed
in order to obtain this periodicity. Therefore we hâve

WW, dW) « SrOP(W X 78; d(W X 78))

and hence SrOP(W, dW) 0.

The trivial /i-cobordism Mo x 7 is an élément of SVopW dW) (any homotopy
équivalence/:Mo-» Mo is homotopic to a homeomorphism (see [18]); therefore
by the 5-dimensional s-cobordism (see [7]) we hâve W «Top Mo x /.

Note that we did not meet hère the problem of a Whitehead torsion for
(W;MOf Mt). This was because Wh(nx{Moji)-Q (see [5]). In fact the triviality of

1 We refer to [19], [22] for the rigorous proof of this resuit.
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Wh(jti(M0)) was used in the Farrell fibering theorem. Also note that the
12-dimensional Poincaré Conjecture was used in this proof, i.e. we hâve used the
fact that Srop(Z)12) 0. To complète the proof of Theorem 1 we should consider
the case when jïi(M0) 0 and the case of S2 bundles over S1. If Jti(MQ) 0, to
omit the Poincaré Conjecture, we assume Mo S3.

First we show the following:

PROPOSITION 2. Let M be a closed, connectée, topological manifold
homotopy équivalent to S1 x S3. Then M is homeomorphic to S1 x S3.

Proof. As it was already mentioned the topological surgery theory is available
for 4-manifolds with poly-(finite or cyclic) fundamental groups. In particular we
hâve the following Wall-Sullivan exact séquence:

&gt;[5lx53x/, diS1 x S3 x /); G/TOP, *] -^ LS5(Z) -» STOP(Sl x S3) -*

-± [S1 x S3; G/TOP] A&gt; LS4(Z).

To prove Proposition 2 it is enough to show that

SroP(51xS3) 0.

Note that because the 6-stage in the Postnikov décomposition of G/TOP is

given (see [10]) by

K(Z2;2)x*:(Z;4)x/C(Z2;6)

then

[S1 x S3; G/TOP] « H2(Sl x S3; Z^ 0 H\Sl x S3; Z) - Z.

We observe that the map

is a bijection.
This follows from:
(1) the description of 04, i.e. for g:S1 x S3-»G/TOP the surgery obstruction
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is given (see [31]) by |&lt;g*L(G/TOP); [S1 x S3]), where L is the Hir-
zebruch polynomial. (Note that S1 x S3 is parallelizable).

(2) the existence (see [6]) of the manifold |£8|.

We consider briefly the map 05,

65\[Sl x 53 x /, d(Sl x S3 x /); G/(TOP, *]^L55(Z).

We hâve

[S1 x S3 X /, diS1 X S3 x /); G/TOP, *] ~ (£ (S1 x S3); G/TOP]

x S3); Zz) 0#4(2 (S1 x S3); Z)~Zl®Z.

The isomorphism L^(Z) « 14(1) can be described geometrically as follows:
Let /: (N, 6W)-&gt; (S1 x S3 x /; d(Sl x S3 x /)) be a normal map. Then 05(f) is

given by 04(f)» where

f&apos;.(f~l(pt x S3 x I)J-\d{pt xS3x /)))-» (pf x S3 x /; 3(pr x S3 x /)).

(Of course / was made transverse along this submanifold). The obstruction
d4(f) is a signature type obstruction and once more the existence of the manifold
|£8| implies that

when restricted to the Z-summand in 7a® Z is a bijection. But the exactness of
the Wall-Sullivan séquence implies that Stop(Sx xS3) 0 which complètes the

proof of Proposition 2.

Remark 3. Note that Proposition 2 answers positively a question asked by W.
C. Hsiang (see [9]); also compare Remark 13.

Now let us return to 3-manifolds which are S2 bundles over S1. Observe that
there are only two such manifolds, namely S1 xS2 and S1 x 52.

With the help of Proposition 2 we show the following:

PROPOSITION 4. Any topological h-cobordism of S3, S1 x S2, S1 x S2 to
itself is homeomorphic to S3 x L S1 x S2 x I, S1 x S2 x I.

Proof. First consider the trivial S2 bundle S1 x S2. Let W be an /z-cobordism
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of S1 x S2 to îtself We form a manifold W by gluing copies of S1 x D3 to the two
ends of W It follows that W îs homotopy équivalent to S1 x S3 and hence

homeomorphic to S1 x S3 Usmg a gênerai position argument any two homotopic
embeddmgs of S1 U S1 into S1 x S3 are isotopic (Note, that the topological
gênerai position above can be reduced to the the PL one by R Miller&apos;s resuit (see

[16])) But it îs not difficult to see that this implies that W îs homeomorphic to
S1 x S2 x /

The case of S1 x S2 bundle can be treated similarly using a modification of
Proposition 2 The case of S3 follows directly from the analysis of Wall-Sulhvan
séquence

As a conséquence of Proposition 4 we hâve the foliowing (comp [7])

COROLLARY 5 A locally flat topological knot i S2-* S4 is trivial if and

Proof Let i 52-»S4 be a locally flat topological knot and let X be îts

complément, i e X S4 - N(S2), where N(S2) is the interior of a tubular
neighborhood The existence of such a neighborhood is guaranteed by [7] Let K
be a closed simple curve in the interior of X which links S2 once and let N(K) be

îts open tubular neighborhood Now if jzx{X)^Z then X — S1 (see [12]) and

W X - N(K) is an /i-cobordism between d(K x D3) 51 x 52 and 3(X) S1 x
S2 By Proposition 3 W «TOP 51 x 52 x / and hence X S1 x D3 which means that
i S2-+S4 is unknotted

Now we show the failure of a 4-dimensional 5-cobordism theorem, namely

THEOREM 6 There is a topological s-cobordism W between two copies of
S1 x RP2 which is not trivial In fact W is stably nonsmoothable, i e W x R is

nonsmoothable (rel boundary)

GIPL -SU G/TOP

TOP/PL K{Z2 4)

BPL -^ fiTOP

BG -^ BG

Proof Consider the followmg séquence of fibrations which form the com-
mutative diagram where k BTOP-+K(Z2,4) is induced by the umversal

triangulation obstruction (see [10]) and k k°i2
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To simplify notation let us put

(S1 x RP2 x /, d(Sl x RP2 x /)) (Y, 3Y).

From the above diagram we get the induced exact séquence

[y, 9Y; TOP/PL, *H(Y, dY; GIPL, *]

-^» [y, 3Y; G/TOP, *]^ [y, 3Y; K{Z2y A))

The 4-stage in the Postnikov décomposition of G/TOP is given by K(Zi&gt; 2) x
K(Z, 4) and hence

[y, dY; G/TOP, *] ~ #2(y, ay; ^) 0 H\Yy dY; Z).

The 4-stage for G/PL after localization at 2 is given (see [31]) by:

#(Z2,2) x K(Z(2),4)
ôSq2

which implies

[Y, dY; G/TOP, *]/V&apos;*[r, 3V; G/PL, *] « £»[y, 3y; G/TOP, *]

« red if4(y, ay; Z) + Sq2H2(Y, dY; ZJ,

where red://4(y, ay; Z)^&gt;H\Y, dY; Zj) is the réduction of coefficients and

red H\Y, 3Y; Z) + Sq2H2)Y, dY; ZJ

is a subgroup of f/4(y, ay; Zz).
Note that H4(y, ay-, Z)~Zz. For, by the définition:

H\Y, dY; Z) « H\Sl X RP2 X /, d(Sl X KP2 X /); Z)

and

H\Sl X 7?P2 X /, â(Sl X «P2 X /); Z) « H4(E (S1 X RP2); Z) « //&apos;(S1 x RP2; Z).
The Universal Coefficient Theorem gives the exact séquence:

&lt;)-? Ext (H2(Sl X RP2; Z), Z)^H\Sl X RP2; Z)
-* Hom (//3(51 x RP2; Z), Z)-*0.
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Now because H3{Sl x RP2; Z) 0 and H2(Sl x RP2\ Z) » Z2 we obtain

/f3(5x x /?P2; Z)~Z1~H\T, 3Y; Z).

Also observe that red {H\Yy 3Y; Z)) « Zs.

To see it note that the exact séquence

yields the exact cohomology séquence

&gt; H\Y, 3Y; Z)^ H4(Y, 3Y; Z) -2i&gt; #4(Y, 3Y; Z^ ^&gt; //5(Y, aY; Z) -*

where j8 is the Bockstein homomorphism. Because H5(Y, dY;Z) 0, then we
infer that

red : H\Y, 3 Y; Z) -&gt; //4(Y, 3Y; Z2)

is an isomorphism.
Let g : (Y, 3Y) —» (G/TOP, *) be a map which represents an élément

(0, 0 e [Y, 3Y; G/TOP, *] - //2( Y, 3Y\ Z2) 0 //4( Y, a Y; Z).

Let/: (M, 3M)-+ (Y, aY) be a normal map which corresponds to g. Then it is

known (see [31]) that the surgery obstruction 8(f):= 64(g) e L\(Z x Zï) ~
Z4(Z2~) © LaCZJ) L54(Z2~) « Z2 which is given by the Kervaire-Arf invariant
vanishes. (We refer to [25], assuming that Wh(Z x Zq) 0, for the décomposition
L$(ZxZj)«Z4(Z2~)©L?(Z2~).) By the exactness of the Wall-Sullivan
séquence

Y, 3Y) -» [Y, a Y; G/TOP, ?]^ L54(Z2&quot;)

we are allowed to take/:(Af, dM)-^&gt;(Y, 3Y) to be a homotopy équivalence.
The élément (0, £,((0, 0) g Sq2H2(Y, 3Y; Z^) + red H\Y, aY; Z) represents

the obstruction to lift

g:(Y, 3Y)-* (G/TOP,*)
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through G/PL. But the commutativity of the diagram implies that (0,1) is just

G /TOP r

BTOP

the différence of Kirby-Siebenmann&apos;s invariants

k{M)-k(Y).

Because k(Y) 0 and red H\Yy dY; Z) « ^ then we obtain k(M) * 0 (as we
can take (0, t) to be nontrivial).

Now by the resuit of [11] or [21] k{M) is the obstruction to a relative
smoothing of M x R. Therefore there exists an s-cobordism W between two
copies of S1 x RP2 which is stably nonsmoothable and hence it can not be a

product.
What remains to show is the justification for the décomposition j

Fortunately there is no problem with this because the Whitehead group
Wh(Z x Zz) is trivial. To see it we first compute KXZ[Z x ZJ. Let us write
Z[Z x Z2] as (Z[Z])[Z2\. The Milnor square (see [17]) yields the following
cartesian square.

(Z[Z])[Z2\-*Z[Z]
i i
z[z]-*zjlz]

Consider the Mayer-Vietoris séquence associated with this diagram (see [17]).

* K,Z[Z] 0

Now (see [29], [20]) K2Z2[Z] #f2^0 K&amp; and because K2Z2 K.Z^O (see

[17]) then ^Z^Z] 0.

Also note that K^Z[Z] =* Z?(&amp; Z, i.e. it corresponds to the décomposition (see

[1]):

Ktz[z) « A:,z e Knz

An analogous décomposition of K\Z-\Z\ yields

K()Z « Z
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Now KX(Z[Z])[Z2] injects into KXZ[Z] © KXZ[Z] and in fact

A:1(Z[Z])[Z2]«Z20Z2©Z.

To compute the Whitehead group Wh(Z x Z2) we should examine the group
of units ((Z[Z])[Z2])X in (Z[Z\)[Z^. Clearly the trivial units Z^QZ^^Z are in
((Z[Z])[^])X. On the other hand it is not difficult to see that thèse units generate
the whole of KX{Z[Z])[Z]. This of course implies that Wh(Z x Z2) 0.

Note. The analysis of the Wall-Sullivan exact séquence in fact shows that a

topological s-cobordism W between two copies of S1 x RP2 is nontrivial if and only
if W is stably nonsmoothable.

Remark 7. The false statement that Wh(Z x Z^) can be nontrivial was made in

[13]. However the resuit of [13] is not affected by this false claim.
It is worthwhile to observe that the method of the proof of Theorem 6 yields

the foliowing resuit.

PROPOSITION 8. There is a closed manifold 9 which is homotopy
équivalent but no homeomorphic to RP4. In fact the manifold &amp; is stably
nonsmoothable.

Proof. Consider the Wall-Sullivan exact séquence

0 « Z/5(Z2-)-^ Srop(/îP4) ^ [RP4; G/TOP]^ U4(Zï).

We hâve

\ G/TOP] -H2(RP4; Z,) 0H4(RP4\ Z)^Z,® Z2. (*)

The surgery obstruction map 64 is detected in this case by the Kervaire-Arf
invariant (see [31]). Therefore for every élément g 6 [RP4\ G/TOP] which is of
the form g (0, 0 (with respect to the décomposition (*)) one obtains

04(g) 04(O, 0 0.

Also observe that the homomorphism

red:H4(RP4; Z)-^H\RP4\ Z2) is nontrivial.

This analogously as in the proof of Theorem 6 gives a homotopy équivalence
h : &amp;—* RP4 with the nontrivial Kirby-Siebenmann invariant k(8P).
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Remark 9. A différent construction of the fake RP4 was provided by D.
Ruberman in [24]. The above construction was given only to illustrate the

technique used in the proof of Theorem 6.

Let us also observe that the proper 5-dimensional s-cobordism theorem
together with Theorem 6 yields the following:

COROLLARY 10(a). There existe a topological manifold M «top^1 x S1 x
RP2 x / such that every smoothing of M induces an exotic smoothing on Us

boundary. In particular, there exists an exotic smooth structure on Rl x S1 x RP2.

From this one can easily conclude the following compact version of Corollary

COROLLARY 10(b). There exists a topological manifold A^topS1 x S1 x
RP2 X / whose every smoothing induces an exotic smoothing on its boundary.
Consequentlyy there exists an exotic smooth structure on S1 x S1 x RP2.

Now we show how to construct infinitely many examples of nontrivial
4-dimensional s-cobordisms.

PROPOSITION 11. There exist infinitely many examples of nontrivial 4-

dimensional s-cobordisms. In fact ail thèse s-cobordisms are stably
nonsmoothable.

Proof Let W be the A-cobordism between two copies of S1 x RP2 as

constructed in Theorem 6. Let Mn be the 3-manifold given by Mn := # „ S1 x S2,

n 1, 2, 3,... and let Wn Mn x / be a trivial /î-cobordism. Form a new
A-cobordism (Vn; Xn&gt; Xn) by taking the connected sum of W and Wn along an arc

joining the two ends in W. Of course Xn (S1 x RP2) # # „ S1 x S2).

We show that the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant k(Vn) is nontrivial. For,
consider the classifying map

f:Vn~W # Wn-+(BTOF,*)

for the stable tangent microbundle of Vn. This map factors up to homotopy as

follows:

W # Wn-^ W v Wn^ (STOP, *),
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where q is the projection and /j (resp. f2) classifies the stable microbundle of W
(resp. Wn). (Note that the manifold Wn is parallelizable). Therefore any lift of/to
(BPL, *) is homotopic through lifts to one which is constant on Wn — pt x /. But
any such lift defines a lift of/, to (BPL, *) because

Wn -pt x /-«(S1 x S2 -pt) xI~n(Sl v S2)

and ^(TOP/PL) 0 i 0,1,2, (see [11]). Consequently, one gets for the

Kirby-Siebenmann invariants:

This is équivalent to: k(W)*0^k(Vn)¥*0 and hence the manifold Vn is

stably nonsmoothable. Note that there is no problem with the Whitehead torsion
for (Vn;Xn, Xn) because (see for example [30])

Wh(jtx(Vn)) « Wh(nx(Sl x RP2) * nx(Xn)) « Wh(Z x Zz) © Wh(Z • • • Z) * 0.

Remark 12. The 5-cobordism constructed in Theorem 6 is the only known

example of a nontrivial 4-dimensional s-cobordism where the fundamental group
is infinité and where the boundary 3-manifold is prime. The natural attempt
(natural with respect to the restriction on fundamental groups) to construct other
such examples would be to replace S1 x RP2 by some RP2 bundle over S1. But
there is only the trivial RP2 bundle over S1; the reason: every self-

homeomorphism/:/?P2~^/?P2 is isotopic to the identity (see [3]).

Remark 13. In [9] W. C. Hsiang has aked whether a manifold which is

homotopy équivalent to S3 x S\ 52 x 51 x 51 52 x T2, S1 x S1 x S1 x S1 T4 is

homeomorphic to the corresponding manifold. For T4 and S1 x S1 the answer is

positive by [7] and our Proposition 2. To complète the picture we show the

following:

PROPOSITION 14. Every closed connectée topological manifold homotopy
équivalent to S2xT2 Ls homeomorphic to S2 x T2.

Sketch of the proof. It follows from the computations of L\(Z x Z) and

LS{)(Z x Z) (see [25], [31]) that the set StOp(S2 x T2) has two éléments. We show

that the nontrivial élément in StOp(52 x T2) is realized by a self homotopy
équivalence h:S2xT2-*S2x T2 which is constructed as follows.
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Let D4 cz S2 x T2 be a small disk. Shrink dD4 to a point to obtain a map
c:S2x T2-&gt;S2xT2vS4. Let r]2:S4^S2 be an essential map and let x:S2-»
S2 x T2 be a map given by

The homotopy équivalence h is given as the composition

h : S2 x T2^ S2 x T2 v S4^ S2 x T2 v S2^ S2 x T2.

To show that h is indeed a nontrivial élément in Stop(S2 x T2) it is enough to
show that h is not homotopic to a homeomorphism. This can be done using the
characteristic variety theorem (comp. [31] p. 237). Namely the nontriviality of h is

detected by the characteristic variety * x T2 in S2 x T2. For, one can assume that
h~l(* x T2) W U T2 with W framed in D4. The splitting invariant of h is the Arf
invariant of W. Now W is the preimage under rj2:S4-^S2 of one point and hence
the Arf invariant of W is equal to 1. Therefore h is not homotopic to a

homeomorphism. Now because STOP(S2 x T2) has only two éléments and the
nontrivial one is represented by h :S2 x T2—&gt;S2 x T2 then every closed manifold
homotopy équivalent to S2 x T2 must be homeomorphic to 52 x T2. This

complètes the proof of our claim.
Now we give an application of our considérations to group actions on

4-manifolds.
It was observed by W. Meeks III and S. Yau in [14] that the Smith Conjecture

is a spécial case of the following more gênerai question.
Let F be a compact surface and let the group Zk act on M F x /. Suppose

that this action préserves the both ends F x {0} and F x {1}. The question is:

Does this action préserve the product structure on M?
Let us recall that an action i//:Z*xFx/—»Fx/onM préserves the product

structure if xp is conjugate to an action of y, y:Zk:F x /—» F x / such that

y(g, (*&gt; 0) (Hg&gt; t), t)

where y y|fX&lt;o&gt; and (x, t)eFxl.
When F D2, this question is just the Smith Conjecture. Therefore the above

question can be considered as a generalized Smith Conjecture. In [14] W. Meeks

III and S. Yau has shown that this generalized Smith Conjecture remains true for
some spécifie surfaces and group actions.

The positive solution of the gênerai case was provided by W. Meeks III and P.

Scott in [15].
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Hère we show that if the surface F is replaced by a 3-manifold then an
analogous problem has a négative answer. It is worthwhile to note that our
example is in some sensé closely related to the original question of M. Meeks III
and S. Yau. Namely, though our manifold is 3-dimensional it is given by S1 x S2

with the trivial ^-action on the S1 factor.
To be more précise we hâve the following.

COROLLARY 15. There is a free involution on M SlxS2xI which

préserves the ends and which does not préserve the product structure on M.

Proof. Let W be an A-cobordism between two copies of S1 x RP2 constructed
in Theorem 5. The natural 2-fold covering induces a free action of 7^ on a

manifold W which is a trivial ft-cobordism S1 x S2 x I by Proposition 3. Of course
this action can not préserve the product structure.

Remark 16. Examples of end preserving exotic free actions of generahzed
quaternion groups on S3 x / are contained in [2]. For a non-free actions of a finite
cyclic groups Zk analogous examples can be obtained by double puncturing the
well known Giffen&apos;s examples of Zk actions on S4 with knotted fixed set (see
Amer. J. Math. 88(1966), 187-198).
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